
Terms and Conditions 

1. These Terms and Conditions comprise an offer to Samsung customers to benefit from a 

pre-order Samsung mobile phones (the “Pre-Order’’, “Offer”) as per the period mentioned below (the “Validity Period”): 

The pre-orders will start on 4th of September 2017 and end on 24th of September or till the availability of stock fixed for pre-

orders. 

2. The Pre-Order is available only at Authorized Online and Offline Stores in Pakistan. Pre-Order deliveries are made by various 

authorized distributors of Samsung Gulf Electronics FZE in Pakistan. 

3. This Pre-Order is only valid for “Samsung Galaxy Note 8” (the “Device(s)”) which shall be subject to availability. 

4. A Pre-order Confirmation (“Confirmation “) receipt shall be provided to the pre-ordering customer upon full payment of the 

Recommended Retail Price (the “Pre-Order Amount”). The Pre-Order Amount may be refundable to the pre-ordering customer 

in the event the Confirmation is cancelled, subject to the pre-ordering customer presenting the receipt of Confirmation. The 

Pre-Order shall not be transferrable. 

5. Pre-Order customers will be entitled to receive 1 year unlimited access to iflix account, together with a limited time  discount 

for travel through Etihad Airways, as arranged between iflix and Etihad Airways, for no additional cost. The 1 year unlimited 

access to iflix can only be availed by using a unique coupon code available through Samsung members app. The Samsung 

members app comes pre-installed on all Galaxy Note 8 devices. The unique coupon code is available in the benefits section and 

has to be used in the iflix application. 

 

6. The terms of discount with Etihad Airways are subject to the policies and terms and condition of Etihad Airways and the 

following additional terms and conditions as mentioned below: 

-  Travel period: 25th September 2017 to 30th June 2018. 

-  Ticket to be purchased by 31st December 2017. 

- Discount offered on Etihad:  15% off Economy on all fare choices & 20% off Business/First on all fare  choices. 

- Discount is applicable on bookings done through Etihad.com only. The standard terms and conditions of the said party shall 

apply. 

- All discounts are subject to prevailing market fares and their respective fare rules on EY.com. 

- This discount cannot be taken in conjunction to any other discount offered by Etihad Airways or Partners. 

- 1 free wifi voucher per discount coupon is offered to all the pre-bookers. 

- Travel and ticket purchase period is not extendable. 

- Wi-Fi voucher can be obtained only at the time of discount voucher redemption i.e. after issuance of ticket. 

- Discount is applicable on EY operated flights only to selected destinations across USA, Europe, UK, Australia and Africa 

- Discount is subject to Etihad Airways’ standard blackout travel periods and is also subject to availability of seat, destination 

and aircraft. 



7. The Confirmation receipt should be retained by the pre-ordering customer as a proof of purchase and submitted to 

Samsung/supplying Store whenever required as a condition to acquiring the Devices. 

8. Samsung and its partners shall not be liable for any costs or damages that any customer or a potential customer may incur as 

a result of the loss of the Confirmation receipt or on account of unavailability or non-utilization of the iflix account or the Etihad 

Airways Discounts. Samsung or its affiliates do not guarantee or provide any warranty for the services provided by iflix or Etihad 

Airways. The said services are independently provided by the relevant service providers and are not separately charged by 

Samsung to a Pre-Ordering customer. 

9. The delivery and collection of the Devices from the stores to/by all pre-ordering customers shall approximately start from 

28th September 2017. The exact date for delivery/collection to each Pre-Ordering Customer shall be communicated in due 

course, and shall always be subject to reasonable change/extension by Samsung. Deliveries shall be subject to force majeure, 

transit delays and governmental actions.. 

10. Samsung shall be entitled at its sole discretion and subject to any applicable law, to terminate or modify the Offer or to 

modify these Terms and Conditions at any time prior to the Validity Period. 

11. Samsung shall not be liable to the pre-ordering customer for any loss and/or damages of any kind suffered in connection 

with these Terms and Conditions and/or the Pre-Order. Without prejudice, Samsung’s liability shall be limited to the refund of 

the Pre-Order Amount and no further. 

12. By participating in this Offer, the customer accepts that any dispute of whatever nature which is directly or indirectly 

related to these Terms and Conditions shall be subject to, governed and construed by the laws and regulations of the United 

Arab Emirates and such disputes in relation to these Terms and Conditions shall be resolved by the competent courts in the said 

country. 


